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Beyond Anorexia- Catherine Garrett 1998-10-13
A sociological exploration of eating disorders
and the first book to focus exclusively on
recovery.
The Body and Society - Bryan S Turner
2008-04-18
"This truly deserves to be considered a classic
and I strongly encourage my students to read it
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

from cover to cover. Turner's work on the body
needs to be considered in its own right within
courses on the sociology of the body." - Dr
Robert Meadows, Surrey University "Remains
the foundational text for courses in the sociology
of the body, replete with insights and a depth of
analysis that has largely inspired an entire new
area of studies across the social sciences." - Dr
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Michael Drake, Hull University "This is THE
contemporary text for both academics and
students exploring the sociology of the body." Jessica Clark, University Campus Suffolk This is
a fully revised edition of a book that may fairly
claim to have re-opened the sociology of the
body as a legitimate area of enquiry. Providing
an unparalleled guide to all aspects of the
subject, each chapter has been revised and
updated while the book contains new material
that reflects both recent changes in the field and
Turner's developing position on the centrality of
vulnerability. Assured and innovative, this book
provides the most authoritative statement of
work on the sociology of the body by one of the
leading writers in the field.
Imagery and Symbolism in Counselling William Stewart 1996
There is a growing awareness in the counselling
and pastoral care professions that the
appropriate use of imagery and symbolism in
counselling can be a useful tool in helping
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

clients to resolve inner conflicts which they
would otherwise find hard to confront. This
comprehensive book explores the therapeutic
use of imagination and how the use of myths,
legends and spontaneous images can clothe
feelings with images, and thereby make them
easier to work with and control. The book is
intended as a working model which takes the
reader through the various stages of imagery
and symbolism, and is illustrated by many case
studies that highlight various principles and
topics, and create a bridge between theory and
practice. A companion volume Dictionary of
Images and Symbols in Counselling provides an
'A-Z' of images and symbols.
Semiotics, Self, and Society - Benjamin Lee
2015-03-30
The Body in Culture, Technology and
Society - Chris Shilling 2005
'Once in a while a manuscript stops you in your
tracks... What we are offered here is no
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recovering of old ground but a step change in
perspectives on "body matters" that is both
innovative and of fundamental importance to
anyone working on this sociological
terrain...This text is groundbreaking and simply
has to be read' - Acta Sociologica 'This is Shilling
at his creative best...these are seminal
observations of the classical theories drawn
together as never before. Moreover, as a
framework [this monograph] provides a
genuinely new and fertile way of reconsidering
not just classical sociology but contemporary
forms as well' - Sport, Education & Society 'This
is a comprehensive, theoretically sophisticated,
and ambitious treatise on the body that draws
from, and applies, both classical and
contemporary sociological theory in a manner
that is innovative and thought-provoking. This
book is engaging and thought-provoking, but
Shilling's greatest achievement is his ability to
illustrate the importance and continued
relevance of classical and contemporary
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

sociological theory to real world concerns. It is a
book worthy of widespread attention. It
reinvigorated my interest in the sociological
classics and contained countless nuggets of
interesting information that led me to conclude
that it would be a worthy book to recommend to
a broad sociological audience' - Teaching
Sociology 'Shilling's book (like his earlier The
Body and Social Theory) is crucial reading...a
further valuable contribution in a field where he
has provided so much' - Theory & Psychology
'This is an impressive book by one of the leading
social theorists working in the field of body
studies. It provides a critical summation of
theoretical and substantive work in the field to
date, while also presenting a powerful argument
for a corporeal realism in which the body is both
generative of the emergent properties of social
structure and a location of their effects. Its
scope and originality make it a key point of
reference for students and academics in body
studies and in the social and cultural sciences
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more generally' - Ian Burkitt, Reader in Social
Science, University of Bradford 'Chris Shilling is
as always a lucid guide through the dense
thickets of the "sociology of the body", and his
chapters on the fields of work, sport, eating,
music and technology brilliantly show how
abstract theoretical debates relate to the real
world of people's lives' - Professor Stephen
Mennell, University College Dublin 'What I find
very useful and without any doubt valuable, not
only in Shilling's The Body in Culture,
Technology and Society but in his work in
general, is the breadth and profoundness of his
discussion about the body...the style Shilling
maintains is crucial for further development of
the sociology of the body as a discipline, for it
provides us with a rich intellectual environment
about the body' - Sociology 'For any colleague
wanting to have a clear idea of how studies of
the body can be empirically grounded as well as
theoretically 'rich', Chris Shilling's The Body in
Culture, Technology and Society , is the book to
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

read. To my mind it offers the best account thus
far of not only how social action is embodied and
must be recognised as such but also of how
social structures condition and shape embodied
subjects in a variety of social arenas... This is
wonderful insightful 'stuff' - the ideas and
intricate thoughts of a scholar such as Shilling
who has been immersed in thinking about the
complexities of the body in society as well as
sociology for a number of years' - Sociology of
Health and Illness This is a milestone in the
sociology of the body. The book offers the most
comprehensive overview of the field to date and
an innovative framework for the analysis of
embodiment. It is founded on a revised view of
the relation of classical works to the body. It
argues that the body should be read as a multidimensional medium for the constitution of
society. Upon this foundation, the author
constructs a series of analyses of the body and
the economy, culture, sociality, work, sport,
music, food and technology.
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Perceptions of Self, Power, & Gender Among
Muslim Women - Sarwar Alam 2018-02-15
This book analyzes perceptions of self, power,
agency, and gender of Muslim women in a rural
community of Bangladesh. Rural women’s
limited power and agency has been subsumed
within the male dominated Islamic discourses on
gender. However, many Muslim women have
their own alternative discourses surrounding
power and agency. Sarwar Alam intertwines an
exploration of these power dynamics with
reading of the Qur’an and Hadith, and analyzes
how Muslim women’s perception of power and
gender are linked to their relationship with
religion.
Self-Injury, Medicine and Society - Amy
Chandler 2016-08-19
This book provides an appreciative, sociological
engagement with accounts of the embodied
practice of self-injury. It shows that in order to
understand self-injury, it is necessary to engage
with widely circulating narratives about the
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

nature of bodies, including that they are
separate from, yet containers of 'emotion'. Using
a sociological approach, the book examines what
self-injury is, how it functions, and why someone
might engage in it. It pays close attention to the
corporeal aspects of self-injury, attending to the
complex ways in which 'lived experience' is
narrated. By interrogating the way in which
healthcare and psychiatric systems shape our
understanding of self-injury, Self-Injury,
Medicine and Society aims to re-invigorate
traditional discourse on the subject. Combining
analytical theory with real-life accounts, this
book provides an engaging study which is both
thought-provoking and informative. It will appeal
to an interdisciplinary readership and scholars
in the fields of medical sociology and health
studies in particular.
The Body and Social Theory
- Chris Shilling 2003
This new, updated edition of the best-selling text
provides a critical survey of the field;
demonstrates how new developments in have
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made the body a site for social alternatives and
individual choices; and elucidates the practical
uses of theory in striking and accessible ways.
The Kiss of Peace: Ritual, Self, and Society
in the High and Late Medieval West - Kiril
Petkov 2003-06-01
This study of the medieval rites of peace and
reconciliaton highlights the role of ritual as a
strategic device in the attempts of the medieval
church and state to monopolize political
sovereignty and order individual identities
around an hegemonic value system.
Ethics, Aging, and Society - Martha B. Holstein,
PhD 2010-11-01
"Ethics, Aging and Society...is the first major
work in ten years to critically address issues and
methodologies in aging and ethics...This wellorganized volume begins theoretically and offers
new ways of thinking about ethics that can
handle the complexities and realities of aging in
particular social contexts."--Choice "This new
research-based book, by experts in the field of
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

ethics, is excellent and much-needed...I
challenge you toconsider reading this book and
seeing all the ways in which you might be forced
to rethink things that most of us take as given
for ethics and aging. I know you will not be
disappointed and I guarantee you will end up
thinking long and hard about personal and
professional decisions you may have made as
well as your assumptions about aging in
America."--CFLE Network Newsletter (National
Council on Family Relations) "This is a book that
should be required reading for all involved in the
ethical provision of services to the aging on any
level, as well as for policy makers and
administrators in positions of influence over the
lives of older patients."--PsycCRITIQUES "...the
authors' application of feminist ethics to frail
elders rings true to both my clinical experience
working with frail elders, and my research
experience trying to understand their quality of
life concerns...there were true gems of ideas [in
this book] that illuminated the limitations of the
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dominant paradigm of autonomy in bioethics.
[The authors] make a compelling critique of endof-life care."--GeriPal: A Geriatrics and Palliative
Care Blog This book presents second generation
issues in ethics, aging, and society by presenting
critical outcomes that arise when ethics is
applied to the practical concerns that occur in
day-to-day elder care. The first volume in over
10 years to address ethics and gerontology, it is
unparalleled in its comprehensiveness and
integration of well-developed philosophical
arguments with empirical research, humanistic
scholarship, and insights gained from practical
experience. This book challenges the tried and
true approaches to ethical issues in aging and
opens avenues for creative problem-solving. The
authors' diverse backgrounds bring the
advantages of both interdisciplinary scholarship
and practical experience to this comprehensive
textbook. It is an essential resource for those
interested in, and working with, older people,
from upper-level undergraduate students and
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

graduate-division students, to gerontology
practitioners in training. Key Features: Presents
the first major work in over 10 years to integrate
the disciplines of ethics and aging Includes case
studies derived from day-to-day practice
Addresses individual/clinical ethics in health and
long-term care and ethical issues raised by
public policy, cultural norms and social attitudes
Examines such critical issues as Alzheimer's
disease, long-term care, ageism, public policy,
anti-aging medicine, elder abuse, and natural
disasters Explores new directions in ethical and
social philosophy as they pertain to gerontology
and care
Self-Injury, Medicine and Society
- Amy
Chandler 2016-09-23
This book provides an appreciative, sociological
engagement with accounts of the embodied
practice of self-injury. It shows that in order to
understand self-injury, it is necessary to engage
with widely circulating narratives about the
nature of bodies, including that they are
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separate from, yet containers of 'emotion'. Using
a sociological approach, the book examines what
self-injury is, how it functions, and why someone
might engage in it. It pays close attention to the
corporeal aspects of self-injury, attending to the
complex ways in which 'lived experience' is
narrated. By interrogating the way in which
healthcare and psychiatric systems shape our
understanding of self-injury, Self-Injury,
Medicine and Society aims to re-invigorate
traditional discourse on the subject. Combining
analytical theory with real-life accounts, this
book provides an engaging study which is both
thought-provoking and informative. It will appeal
to an interdisciplinary readership and scholars
in the fields of medical sociology and health
studies in particular.
The Self and Society in Aging Processes
- Carol
D. Ryff 1999-06-23
This volume focuses on the experience of
growing old as it is linked to societal factors.
Ryff and Marshall construct this "macro" view of
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

aging in society by bridging disciplines and
brining together contributors from all the social
sciences. The book is organized into three
sections: theoretical perspectives,
socioeconomic structures, and contexts of self
and society. Leading psychologists,
anthropologists, gerontologists, and sociologists
present theoretical and empirical advances that
forge links between the individual and the social
aspects of aging. It is must reading for
researchers in all gerontologic specialties, and a
valuable text for graduate courses in human
development, psychology of aging, and other
social aspects of aging.
21st Century Sociology: A Reference Handbook
Clifton D. Bryant 2007
Publisher Description
Self and Society
- Drew Westen 1985-10-31
The relation between individual and collective
processes is central to the social sciences, yet
difficult to conceptualize because of the
necessity of crossing disciplinary boundaries.
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The result is that researchers in different
disciplines construct their own implicit, and
often unsatisfactory, models of either individual
or collective phenomena, which in turn influence
their theoretical and empirical work. In this
book, Drew Westen attempts to cross these
boundaries, proposing an interdisciplinary
approach to personality, to culture, and to the
relation between the two. Part I of the book sets
forth a model of personality that integrates
psychodynamic analysis with an understanding
of cognitively mediated conditioning and social
learning. In Part II, Westen offers a view of
culture that blends symbolic and materialist
modes of discourse, examining the role of both
ideals and 'material' needs in motivating
symbolic as well as concrete social structural
processes. In Part III, he combines these models
of personality and culture through an
examination of cultural evolution and stasis,
identity and historical change, and the impact of
technological development on personality.
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

Throughout the book, Westen provides reviews
of the state of the art in a variety of fields,
including personality theory, moral
development, ego development, and culture
theory. He also addresses and recasts central
issues in psychology, sociology, anthropology,
and social theory, such as the relations between
emotion and cognition; social learning and
psychodynamics; ideals and material forces; and
individual and collective action. His book will
appeal to students and scholars in all the social
sciences, as well as to any reader concerned
with understanding the relation between
individuals and the world in which they live.
Self and Society - Steven Collins 2013-07-15
This selection of essays, originally published
between 1988 and 2010, demonstrates that in
the study of Buddhism a concern with detailed
accuracy in philological and textual specifics can
be combined with an attempt to deal with wider
(and difficult) philosophical and sociological
issues. The first part, Pali Literature, deals with
9/23
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the historical formation of the Pali Canon, with
the continuing oral aspects of Pali texts, and,
looking at the entire range of Pali texts, with the
question “What is Literature in Pali?” The
second part, The theory and Practice of Not-self,
looks at the Buddhist denial of self as both a
philosophical position and as a form of practice,
one in which a process of self-transformative
behavioral and psychological training is seen to
culminate in the realization that there is no self
underlying the ever-changing moments of
experience. The third part, Buddhism and
Society, has two essays reflecting on and
extending Louis Dumont’s comparative
theorizing about the individual and society in
East and West, and a final contemporary
treatment of Buddhist “nuns” (mae chi) in
Thravāda Buddhism, both in general and
specifcally as active in higher education in
Bangkok. The three essays attempt to build on
but go beyond the work of Dumont, and behind
him Max Weber, in thinking about what they
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

would call “world-renunciation” as a
phenomenon of society and culture.
The Body, Childhood and Society - A. Prout
2016-04-30
Bringing together two topics of wide and
growing sociological interest, The Body,
Childhood and Society examines how children's
bodies are constructed in schools, families,
courts, hospitals and in film. Recognising that
children's bodies are a target for adult practices
of social regulation, the contributors show that
children are also active in their construction,
employ them in resistance and social action, and
generate their own meanings about them. The
editor, a leading sociologist of childhood, draws
out the theoretical implications of this work,
indicates the limits of social constructionism,
and suggests new ways of thinking about the
hybrid of material, discursive and collective
processes involved. It will be a valuable text for
social scientists interested in the body,
childhood, schooling, the law, medicine and
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health.
The Body in Society - Alexandra Howson
2013-04-03
In everyday life we are not, for the most part,
actively conscious of our bodies or the bodies of
others – we simply take them for granted. This
new edition of a lively introduction to the
sociology of the body examines what certain
aspects of our bodies, such as the size, shape,
smell and demeanour, reveal about the social
organization of everyday life and how the body is
crucial to the way we engage with the world and
the people around us. The human body is
endowed with varied forms of social significance
which sociology has addressed by asking
questions such as: To what degree do individuals
have control over their own bodies? What
interest does the state have in regulating the
human body? How significant is the body to the
development and performance of the self in
everyday life? What images of the body influence
people’s expectations of themselves and others?
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

Written in a clear and comprehensible way, The
Body in Society introduces students to the key
conceptual frameworks that help us to
understand the social significance of the human
body. This second edition has been thoroughly
updated to take into account recent theories and
debates and also includes enhanced pedagogical
features. Using familiar examples from everyday
life, such as diet and exercise regimes, personal
hygiene, dress, displays of emotion, and control
over bodily functions, coupled with examples
from popular culture, the text has strong
contemporary relevance and will strike a chord
with all who read it. This book will be essential
reading for students taking courses on the body
in sociology, anthropology, gender studies and
cultural studies.
The Body in Society
- Alexandra Howson
2013-04-03
In everyday life we are not, for the most part,
actively conscious of our bodies or the bodies of
others – we simply take them for granted. This
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new edition of a lively introduction to the
sociology of the body examines what certain
aspects of our bodies, such as the size, shape,
smell and demeanour, reveal about the social
organization of everyday life and how the body is
crucial to the way we engage with the world and
the people around us. The human body is
endowed with varied forms of social significance
which sociology has addressed by asking
questions such as: To what degree do individuals
have control over their own bodies? What
interest does the state have in regulating the
human body? How significant is the body to the
development and performance of the self in
everyday life? What images of the body influence
people’s expectations of themselves and others?
Written in a clear and comprehensible way, The
Body in Society introduces students to the key
conceptual frameworks that help us to
understand the social significance of the human
body. This second edition has been thoroughly
updated to take into account recent theories and
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

debates and also includes enhanced pedagogical
features. Using familiar examples from everyday
life, such as diet and exercise regimes, personal
hygiene, dress, displays of emotion, and control
over bodily functions, coupled with examples
from popular culture, the text has strong
contemporary relevance and will strike a chord
with all who read it. This book will be essential
reading for students taking courses on the body
in sociology, anthropology, gender studies and
cultural studies.
Connecting Self to Society
- Vanessa May
2013-10-01
Belonging is often overlooked in its relationship
to society and social change, and yet it forms the
bedrock of how we relate to the world around
us. Through the work of Marx, Giddens and
Goffman, this book covers the familiar terrain of
identity theory, while going beyond it to other
sites of identification and social change.
The Body as Material Culture
- Joanna R. Sofaer
2006-02-16
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Bodies intrigue us. They promise windows into
the past that other archaeological finds cannot
by bringing us literally face to face with history.
Yet 'the body' is also highly contested.
Archaeological bodies are studied through two
contrasting perspectives that sit on different
sides of a disciplinary divide. On one hand lie
science-based osteoarchaeological approaches.
On the other lie understandings derived from
recent developments in social theory that
increasingly view the body as a social
construction. Through a close examination of
disciplinary practice, Joanna Sofaer highlights
the tensions and possibilities offered by one
particular kind of archaeological body, the
human skeleton, with particular regard to the
study of gender and age. Using a range of
examples, she argues for reassessment of the
role of the skeletal body in archaeological
practice, and develops a theoretical framework
for bioarchaeology based on the materiality and
historicity of human remains.
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

Women in Sports: Breaking Barriers, Facing
Obstacles [2 volumes] - Adrienne N. Milner
2017-07-28
Covering a breadth of topics surrounding the
current state of women in sports, this twovolume collection taps current events,
sociological and feminist theory, and recent
research to contextualize women's experiences
in sports within a patriarchal society and
highlight areas for improvement. • Includes
contributions from a wide variety of athletes and
scholars from around the world and comprises
content edited by two editors of different sexes
and races • Challenges conventional wisdom
surrounding women's place and treatment in
sport as female athletes continue to break sex
barriers and shatter previous expectations
regarding their ability to compete against men •
Relates topics of sexism, gender expectations,
and discrimination to key issues within the
larger social structure
Routledge International Encyclopedia of
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Women - Cheris Kramarae 2004-04-16
For a full list of entries and contributors, sample
entries, and more, visit the Routledge
International Encyclopedia of Women website.
Featuring comprehensive global coverage of
women's issues and concerns, from violence and
sexuality to feminist theory, the Routledge
International Encyclopedia of Women brings the
field into the new millennium. In over 900 signed
A-Z entries from US and Europe, Asia, the
Americas, Oceania, and the Middle East, the
women who pioneered the field from its
inception collaborate with the new scholars who
are shaping the future of women's studies to
create the new standard work for anyone who
needs information on women-related subjects.
Corporal Knowledge - Jennifer Glancy
2010-04-16
What do we know in our bodies? Jennifer A.
Glancy uses this fundamental question to
illuminate the cultural history of early
Christianity. Studying representations in sources
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

from Paul to Augustine, she traces the centrality
of bodies to early Christian social dynamics and
discourse. Glancy offers in-depth analyses of
important texts, historical problems, and
theological questions. How did Paul present his
suspiciously marked body as a source of
knowledge and power? How did the corporal
conditioning of the Roman slaveholding system
infiltrate-and deform-articulations of Christian
sexual ethics, and create parallel systems of
virtue for elite Christians and enslaved
Christians? Early Christians imagined Mary's
body at the moment she gave birth; what do
these primitive images and narratives suggest
about ancient-and modern-understandings of
maternal epistemology? In an approach to
cultural history informed by the writings of
philosophical and sociological theorists of
corporeality, including Maurice Merleau-Ponty,
Pierre Bourdieu, and Linda Martín Alcoff, Glancy
shows that the cultural habituation of bodies
caused Christians of the first centuries to
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replicate hierarchical patterns of social relations
prevalent in the Roman Empire. These embodied
patterns of relations are seemingly at odds with
the good news of Christian preaching. Corporal
Knowledge sheds light on the many ways in
which social location is known in the body, and
shows the significance of that insight for a
cultural history of Christian origins. By framing
questions about the function of corporal
epistemology, Glancy offers new insights into
bodies, identities, and early Christian
understandings of what it means to be human.
Eating Disorders
- Pamela K. Keel 2016-10-14
Eating Disorders presents a comprehensive and
accessible investigation of eating disorders,
spanning topics such as historical and crosscultural trends in prevalence of eating
pathology, biological bases of eating disorders,
and treatment and prevention. It provides an
examination of the intersections of culture,
mind, and body, and includes case studies
throughout, helping bring eating disorders to
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

life. This second edition is fully revised and
updated to reflect changes in the DSM-5 as well
as research and practice advances that have
occurred over the past decade. Specifically, the
second edition provides coverage of newly
named syndromes, a new chapter on feeding
disorders and obesity, an expanded discussion of
RDOC initiative, expanded coverage of eating
disorders in men, a section on mediators and
moderators of treatment response, a section of
suggested additional sources that includes
articles, books, movies, and on-line sources for
reliable and accurate information, a new
description of cognitive behavior therapy that
outlines what CBT for bulimia nervosa looks like
as experienced from the patient's perspective,
and a new discussion of prevalence and risk of
dietary supplements. The book will be useful in
abnormal psychology, clinical psychology,
gender and psychopathology, and eating
disorders courses, and as a supplemental text in
courses within nursing, nutrition, and sports
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medicine.
Health and Illness
- Michael Bury 2005-03-04
Michael Bury provides a lively introduction to
the sociology of health and illness for students
approaching the topic for the first time. Drawing
on classic writings and up-to-date research, he
discusses the conceptualization and patterning
of health and illness in contemporary society.
Self and Society - Alexander Kremer 2009
This book is the fourth volume of selected papers
from the Central European Pragmatist Forum
(CEPF). It deals with the general question of self
and society, and the papers are organized into
sections on Self and History, Self and Society,
Self and Politics, Self and Neopragmatism, and
an Interview with Richard Rorty. The authors
are among the leading specialists in American
philosophy from universities across the US and
in Central and Eastern Europe.
Searching for a Self: Identity in Popular
Culture, Media and Society - Arthur Asa
Berger 2022-03-22
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

How do people turn out the way they do? How
do they “arrive” at themselves and attain an
identity? How are our identities affected by our
birth order, our hair color, how tall or short we
are, our intelligence, our occupation, our race,
our religion, our nationality, the socio-economic
level of our parents (or our being raised in a
single-parent family), where we are born and
where we grow up, the language we learn, the
way we use language, our fashion tastes, our
gender, our education, our psychological
makeup, chance experiences we have, the
people we marry (if we marry), and countless
other factors? There are numerous matters to
consider when dealing with identity, which, as
Nigel Denis, the author of 'Cards of Identity',
reminds us, “is the answer to everything.”
'Searching for a Self' takes a deep dive into the
question of identity formation from various
perspectives; it is written in a reader-friendly
accessible style and makes use of insightful
quotations from seminal thinkers who have dealt
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with the topic. Split into two parts, the first
“Theories of Identity,” offers evaluations of
identity from semioticians, psychologists,
sociologists and Marxists while the second,
“Applications,” offers case studies on topics such
as Russian identity, Donald Trump’s identity,
fashion and identity, LGBTQIA+ identity,
Orthodox Jewish identity, elite university
education and identity, tattoos and identity,
travel and identity, and politics and identity.
Covering a wide array of subject areas, this book
will be a valuable resource for undergraduate
students taking courses in identity, sociology,
psychology, cultural studies, and other related
fields.
Farm to Fingers - Kiranmayi Bhushi 2018-03-09
This book studies food practices in
contemporary India by situating them in their
political, economic and socio-cultural contexts.
Widespread in scope, it explores the use of food
for exercising power, as a marker of difference
and as a potent symbol of expression of identity;
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

studies how food practices are intimately
connected to the corporeal self and the
fashioning of the self; and examines food safety
and its nutritional aspects and notions of
hygiene and edibility that are culturally specific.
The book looks closely at the political and
economic institutions that are responsible for
the production and distribution of food, and the
role of the state and global policies that
influence agrarian policies at home. It discusses
meat-eating in India; fermented food from
North-East India and how it does not fall within
the representation of 'Indian' food; the ideas of
health and food safety that inform the making of
Bengali sweets; the growing role of fast-food
eateries and blog-writing as middle-class identity
projects; the nature of colonial discourse on
what is an adequate diet for famine victims; who
should grow food; and the importance of the
concept of food sovereignty.
The Existential Self in Society
- Joseph A.
Kotarba 1987-07-28
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The Existential Self in Society explores the ways
in which we experience and shape our
individuality in a rapidly changing social world.
Kotarba and Fontana have gathered eleven
original essays that form an exciting
contribution and an ideal introduction to the
emerging field of existential sociology.
Nature, Ritual, and Society in Japan's
Ryukyu Islands - Arne Røkkum 2006-04-18
Despite their small area, the southern islands of
Japan can be seen as stepping stones towards a
more nuanced view of cultural osmosis between
Japan and the outside world. This book presents
an ethnographic portrayal of the people of the
Southern Ryukyu Islands and their world. In
particular it explores the mind of the islanders,
their relationship with the natural world, their
social relationships, and the rituals which
represent and give expression to these
relationships. Based on extensive original
research, including participant observation, the
book allows the authentic voices of the Ryukyu
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

Island worlds to speak for themselves as well as
setting the work in the wider context of
anthropology, Japanese Studies and Pacific
Island studies.
Soul, Self, and Society
- Edward L. Rubin
2015-02-17
Political and social commentators regularly
bemoan the decline of morality in the modern
world. They claim that the norms and values that
held society together in the past are rapidly
eroding, to be replaced by permissiveness and
empty hedonism. But as Edward Rubin
demonstrates in this powerful account of moral
transformations, these prophets of doom are
missing the point. Morality is not diminishing;
instead, a new morality, centered on an ethos of
human self-fulfillment, is arising to replace the
old one. As Rubin explains, changes in morality
have gone hand in hand with changes in the
prevailing mode of governance throughout the
course of Western history. During the Early
Middle Ages, a moral system based on honor
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gradually developed. In a dangerous world
where state power was declining, people relied
on bonds of personal loyalty that were secured
by generosity to their followers and violence
against their enemies. That moral order,
exemplified in the early feudal system and in
sagas like The Song of Roland, The Song of the
Cid, and the Arthurian legends has faded, but its
remnants exist today in criminal organizations
like the Mafia and in the rap music of the urban
ghettos. When state power began to revive in the
High Middle Ages through the efforts of the
European monarchies, and Christianity became
more institutionally effective and more
spiritually intense, a new morality emerged.
Described by Rubin as the morality of higher
purposes, it demanded that people devote their
personal efforts to achieving salvation and their
social efforts to serving the emerging nationstates. It insisted on social hierarchy, confined
women to subordinate roles, restricted sex to
procreation, centered child-rearing on moral
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

inculcation, and countenanced slavery and the
marriage of pre-teenage girls to older men. Our
modern era, which began in the late 18th
century, has seen the gradual erosion of this
morality of higher purposes and the rise of a
new morality of self-fulfillment, one that
encourages individuals to pursue the most
meaningful and rewarding life-path. Far from
being permissive or a moral abdication, it
demands that people respect each other's
choices, that sex be mutually enjoyable, that
public positions be allocated according to merit,
and that society provide all its members with
their minimum needs so that they have the
opportunity to fulfill themselves. Where people
once served the state, the state now functions to
serve the people. The clash between this
ascending morality and the declining morality of
higher purposes is the primary driver of
contemporary political and cultural conflict. A
sweeping, big-idea book in the vein of Francis
Fukuyama's The End of History, Charles Taylor's
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The Secular Age, and Richard Sennett's The Fall
of Public Man, Edward Rubin's new volume
promises to reshape our understanding of
morality, its relationship to government, and its
role in shaping the emerging world of High
Modernity.
Body, Self, and Society
- Anne E. Becker 1995-10
Anne E. Becker examines the cultural context of
the embodied self through her ethnography of
bodily aesthetics, food exchange, care, and
social relationships in Fiji. She contrasts the
cultivation of the body/self in Fijian and
American society, arguing that the motivation of
Americans to work on their bodies' shapes as a
personal endeavor is permitted by their notion
that the self is individuated and autonomous. On
the other hand, because Fijians concern
themselves with the cultivation of social
relationships largely expressed through
nurturing and food exchange, there is a vested
interest in cultivating others' bodies rather than
one's own.
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

Body, Self, and Society - Anne E. Becker
2013-11-25
Anne E. Becker examines the cultural context of
the embodied self through her ethnography of
bodily aesthetics, food exchange, care, and
social relationships in Fiji. She contrasts the
cultivation of the body/self in Fijian and
American society, arguing that the motivation of
Americans to work on their bodies' shapes as a
personal endeavor is permitted by their notion
that the self is individuated and autonomous. On
the other hand, because Fijians concern
themselves with the cultivation of social
relationships largely expressed through
nurturing and food exchange, there is a vested
interest in cultivating others' bodies rather than
one's own.
Exploring Self and Society - Rosamund
Billington 1998-06-24
This text addresses contemporary society in an
immediate and thought-provoking manner and
will be a timely and topical introduction to the
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dynamic and critical dimensions of sociology. It
adopts a broad social science approach which
reflects both the authors' competencies and also
the widening and overlaying boundaries of the
social sciences. Starting with the problemoriented agenda of the social sciences, it
explores the tensions between structure, agency
and process via the idea of a structure-bound
and yet creative and participatory self.
Self and Society - William Irwin Thompson
2017-01-11
A series of essays on the evolution of culture,
dealing with topics including the city and
consciousness, evolution of the afterlife, literary
and mathematical archetypes, machine
consciousness and the implications of 9/11, and
the invasion of Iraq. The enlarged new edition
contains extra essays and brings the author's
comments on current affairs up to date with
coverage of the election of Barak Obama as US
President.
The Body Social - Anthony Synnott 2002-09-11
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

In this captivating book Anthony Synnott
explores a subject which has been woefully
ignored: our bodies. He surveys the history for
thinking about the body and the senses, then
focuses on specific themes: gender, beauty, the
face, hair, touch, smell and sight. He concludes
with a review of classical and contemporary
theories of the body and the senses. Thinking
about the body will never be the same after
reading this book.
Social Identities Aross Life Course - Jenny
Hockey 2017-03-14
This text brings together sociological,
anthropological and social policy perspectives on
the life course with a view to developing the
conceptual rigour of the term as well as to
exploring the rich range of debates and issues it
encompasses. Linking traditional sociological
and anthropological concerns with more recent
postmodern debates centred on the self, identity
and time, the book integrates theoretical
debates about childhood, youth, middle age and
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later life with empirical material in an
illuminating and innovative way.
Language, Power, and Identity in the
Lament Psalms of the Individual - Amy C.
Cottrill 2008-05-15
No Marketing Blurb
Encyclopedia of Medical Anthropology
- Carol R.
Ember 2003-12-31
Medical practitioners and the ordinary citizen
are becoming more aware that we need to
understand cultural variation in medical belief
and practice. The more we know how health and
disease are managed in different cultures, the
more we can recognize what is "culture bound"
in our own medical belief and practice. The
Encyclopedia of Medical Anthropology is unique
because it is the first reference work to describe
the cultural practices relevant to health in the
world's cultures and to provide an overview of
important topics in medical anthropology. No
other single reference work comes close to
marching the depth and breadth of information
body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

on the varying cultural background of health and
illness around the world. More than 100 experts
- anthropologists and other social scientists have contributed their firsthand experience of
medical cultures from around the world.
Work, Self and Society - Catherine Casey
2013-01-11
Despite recent interest in the effects of
restructuring and redesigning the work place,
the link between individual identity and
structural change has usually been asserted
rather than demonstrated. Through an extensive
review of data from field work in a multi-national
corporation Catherine Casey changes this. She
knows that changes currently occurring in the
world of work are part of the vast social and
cultural changes that are challenging the
assumptions of modern industrialism. These
events affect what people do everyday, and they
are altering relations among ourselves and with
the physical world. This valuable book is not only
a critcal analysis of the transformations
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occurring in the world of work, but an

body-self-and-society-the-view-from-fiji

exploration of the effects of contemporary
practices of work on the self.
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